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Introduction - Work done

Objectives
• Identify drivers and obstacles of a possible Central-European 

power market integration
Method
• publicly accessible documents and data
Main points
• network building philosophy of the region, the characteristics
• cooperation of the national operators, planning process, the 

associations of the European TSO-s
• power system operation from the trader’s viewpoint, some 

network security aspects
• Qualitative information about the generation capacity and the 

network of the narrow (A, CZ, SLO, SK, HR, H, R) and the 
wider Central European region (PL, BIH, SRC, BG).

• Some questions for the questionnaire.
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„Electric border”: Iron curtain
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„Electric border”: Centrel
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„Electric border”: till 2004
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„Electric border”: Nowadays
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European markets
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Cross border trading – Statements 1.

• Comparing the pure cross border capacities 
(regarding not the long-range transports) to the 
built in capacities, the central European region is 
quite well interconnected 
(CrossBorderLineCapacities / BuiltInCapacities = 
over 25 %!)

• This cross border capacity is sufficient for the 
regional trade demand

• The interregional (North – South) trade limits the 
regional trade
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Cross border trading – Statements 2.

• All the free capacities were assigned to the 
interregional trade

• Some internal lines are closely overloaded, the 
cross border capacity does not means only border 
crossing lines (e.g. A).

• The regional NTC values are not harmonized 
during the calculation
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Visual explanation of TTC, TRM, NTC, ATC 
and AAC values
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CBT mechanism

• ETSO practice, the principles are the following:
– Definition of the Horizontal Network (HN): a uniform 

model and criteria for the identification of the 
horizontal network of each country is applied.

– Definition of the costs of the Horizontal Network used 
for transports and of the transmission losses in this 
network, i.e. the mechanism for the calculation of the 
CBT-fund and the inter-TSO compensation: it 
harmonizes the costing scheme for the relevant 
horizontal network.

– Definition on how the fund is financed.
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Different congestion handling methods

• Sometimes different methods and/or different time frames 
are used:
– for different direction at the border
– at different side of the border
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Cooperation between the TSO-s

• European wide organisations
– ETSO
– UCTE

Operational Standards ⇒ Operation Handbook

• Regional organisations
– CENTREL
– SUDEL
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The European trade exists
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Suffering from the European transfer

Locally traded (settled) energy vs. real flows
• Domestic use is 74 % (70 %) of the total import
• Domestic export is 46 % (48 %) of the total export
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Trade and load
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Schedule planning
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Planning, operation and settling
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Austria

• Small export capability from water plants, bottle-
necks in the network
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Croatia / Bosnia and Herzegovina

HR
• A network on the 

transfer way
BiH
• Small export capability, 

pumped storage plant 
capabilities
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Bulgaria

• Net exporter if the Kozlo nuclear power plant is 
finished, net importer without it
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Czech Republic

• Massive network development 
• Massive export
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Hungary

• High market prices
• Lack of cheap (and good controllable) internal 

generation, long-term import position
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Poland

• Massive export capacities
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Romania

• Some export capacities with low reliability
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Serbia

• Weak network, weak economy
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Slovenia

• Important geographical place for transporting 
energy to Italy

• Bottleneck on the border
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Slovakia

• Some net export in the future
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Ukraine

• A small part of Ukraine 
power system operates as 
the part of the UCTE 
system (Burstyn island)

• Huge amount of demand 
and supply. 

• The long term balance is 
not secured. From this 
direction a long-term 
import can be expected into 
the CE region.
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Conclusions I.: Technical Barriers of the 
Central European regional energy market

• Bottlenecks on cross border profiles and sometimes inside the country 
(e.g. in A)

• The border of the region is technically not defined
• The interconnections are limited because the network was built for 

“local generation – local consumption”. 
• The forced trade jeopardizes the national economy of the energy 

production (e.g. the flat import in the deep valley period)
• There are no general rules on how to define the NTC and TTC values. 

Most of them seem to be “ad-hoc”.
• There is no regional (European) co-ordinated planning methodology, 

there is no regional control center
• It is hard to trade with gas (expensive) and wind (unplannable) based 

energy. 
• The price of  “cheap” coal and nuclear energy can be raised due to  

special taxes and environment protection issues in less developed 
exporting countries

• The network is highly meshed
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Conclusion II.: Technological Drivers of the 
Central European regional energy market

• Different generation facilities (nuclear, coal, gas based 
generation, water plants and pumped storage plants)

• Different prices by place & time
Different generation profiles in time (daily schedule, 
seasonality)

• It is easy to trade with coal, nuclear (cheap) and water 
(controllable) based electrical energy

• Demand on peak energy
• Tradeable pumped storage capacities
• Mutual cross-border help in the alert states
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Conclusion III.: Indifferences

• The amount of the renewable energy (except the 
water) is not significant for the regional trade in 
the next 5 years. (The German wind generation 
affects some unplanneable situations in the 
region.)
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Next steps

• Model development for interregional trade
• Investigation of physical trade scenarios
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Lessons learned

• Slightly defined region (technically the CZ-SK-A-H-PL 
co-operation has tradition, but some extension can be real, 
too).

• The region’s rough total generation and demand are in 
balance, some local trade can be expected. 

• The network bottle-neck problems are caused by the long-
distance interregional transports (D-I; PL-I).

• The technical possibilities limit the trading possibilities 
and the trade uses the most of the technical possibilities  
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Thanks for the attention!


